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Bentham outlined his concept for "a way 
of obtaining power, power of mind over 
mind, in a quantity hitherto without 
example". The building would consist of 
three or four rings of cells stacked on top of 
each other, with a central observation tower.

PANOPTICON
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Great train robbery

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7949193416885414135


 Reading 1
 Reading 2
 Reading 3

http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/6_reading_1_barbie_girls_vs_seamonsters.pdf
http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/adolescence_masculinity_homophobia_and_violence.pdf
http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/the_virtual_window_reading_3_oct_19_ver.pdf
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 Reading 2
 Reading 3

Three Questions

What do they have to do with 
information?

What do they have to do with 
technology?

What do they have to do with 
society?

http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/6_reading_1_barbie_girls_vs_seamonsters.pdf
http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/adolescence_masculinity_homophobia_and_violence.pdf
http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/the_virtual_window_reading_3_oct_19_ver.pdf


 Reading 1
 Reading 2
 Reading 3

Three Questions

How do they deal with 
information?

How do they connect 
information with technology?

What do they think 
information and technology 
have to do with society?

http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/6_reading_1_barbie_girls_vs_seamonsters.pdf
http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/adolescence_masculinity_homophobia_and_violence.pdf
http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/the_virtual_window_reading_3_oct_19_ver.pdf


 Reading 1
 Reading 2
 Reading 3

One more Question

Are binaries at work in these 
articles? If so how?

http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/6_reading_1_barbie_girls_vs_seamonsters.pdf
http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/adolescence_masculinity_homophobia_and_violence.pdf
http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/the_virtual_window_reading_3_oct_19_ver.pdf


 Reading 3

One more Question

What is the iconic form in 
reading three?

http://jopeterson.weebly.com/uploads/5/2/0/2/5202173/the_virtual_window_reading_3_oct_19_ver.pdf
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